English Studies Portfolio Requirement

□ Basic analytical or argumentative essay written in a first-year composition course or survey

□ Research paper from English 200

Sophomore year
  □ Annual Self-Evaluative Education-in-Progress Report
  □ Graded essay from an English class
  □ Graded essay from an English or other class ______________

Junior year
  □ Annual Self-Evaluative Education-in-Progress Report
  □ Graded essay from an English class
  □ Graded essay from an English class
  □ Graded essay from an English or other class ______________

Senior year
  □ Annual Self-Evaluative Education-in-Progress Report
  □ Graded Senior Seminar thesis
  □ Graded essay from an Issues and Ideas/ Citizenship or Honors course

Creative work from English 210 and/or 310
  □ English 210
  □ English 310
  □ Does not apply

Documentation for
  □ Off-campus programs
  □ Internships
  □ Campus publications
  □ Does not apply

□ Standardized test scores (GRE, LSAT, Illinois Certification, etc)